We study hereditary properties of the class of countable groups admitting an amenable, transitive and faithful action on a countable set. We consider mainly the case of amalgamated free products, and we show in particular that the double of amenable groups and the amalgamated free products of two amenable groups over a finite subgroup admit such actions.
Introduction
Let G be a countable group acting on a countable set X. Definition 1.1. The action of G on X is amenable if there exists a G-invariant mean on X, i.e. a map µ : 2 X = P(X) → [0, 1] such that µ(X) = 1, µ(A ∪ B) = µ(A) + µ(B) for every pair of disjoint subsets A, B of X, and µ(gA) = µ(A), ∀g ∈ G, ∀A ⊆ X.
A group is amenable if the action on itself by left multiplication is amenable.
The above definition is equivalent to the existence of a Følner sequence, i.e., a sequence {A n } n≥1 of finite non-empty subsets of X such that for every g ∈ G, one has lim n→∞ |A n △ g · A n | |A n | = 0.
The class A of countable groups admitting an amenable, transitive and faithful action on a countable set is introduced by Glasner and Monod in [2] . Whilst the class A is closed under direct products, free products and extension of co-amenable subgroups † (Proposition 1.7. in [2] ), it is not closed under amalgamated free products even if two factors are amenable groups. Indeed, viewing the group SL 2 (Z) as an amalgamated free product SL 2 (Z) ≃ (Z/6Z) * (Z/2Z) (Z/4Z), one can see the group SL 2 (Z) ⋉ Z 2 as the amalgamated free product G * A H of G = Z/4Z⋉ Z 2 and H = Z/6Z⋉ Z 2 along A = Z/2Z⋉ Z 2 . Notice that the three groups G, H and A are in A since they are amenable, but the amalgamated free product is not in A since the pair (SL 2 (Z) ⋉ Z 2 , Z 2 ) has relative Property (T) and Z 2 does not have finite exponent (it follow from Lemma 4.3. in [2] that if G ∈ A and the pair (G, H) has relative Property (T), then H has finite exponent, i.e. there is an integer n such that for every h ∈ H, h n = 1).
The purpose of this paper is to investigate some hereditary properties of the class A in case of amalgamated free products. Our first result is (see Proposition 3): In case of double of free groups on two generators over a cyclic subgroup F 2 * Z F 2 , it was proven in [4] that any finite index subgroup of such group is in A. Let us mention that this result was generalized to amalgamated free products of any free groups over a cyclic subgroup (called cyclically pinched one-relator groups)
Our second theorem concerns amalgamated free products over a finite subgroup (see Proposition 4) . In particular we show: Theorem 2. Let G and H be countable groups and A be a common finite subgroup of G and H. If G is an infinite amenable group and there is a H-set Y such that the H-action is amenable and the action of A on Y is free, then G * A H is in A.
As corollaries, the amalgamated free product of an infinite amenable group and a residually finite group over a finite subgroup (for instance SL 3 (Z) * A G with any infinite amenable group G and a common finite subgroup A) is in A (Corollary 8); and the amalgamated free product of two amenable groups over a finite subgroup is also contained in A (Corollary 9).
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Hereditary properties of A

Double of amenable groups
An amalgamated free product G * A H is called double of G over A if H is isomorphic to G and the amalgamated subgroup of H is given by the isomorphism. Such a group has a presentation G, φ(G)|a = φ(a), ∀a ∈ A where φ : G → H is an isomorphism. As mentioned above, in general the amalgamated free product is not in A even if the factors are amenable groups. But it is true if the amalgam is a double; or more generally, if one factor surjects onto the other factor which is amenable with some extra condition (Theorem 1):
A xA 
Proof. Let ψ : G * A H → H be a homomorphism defined by ψ(g) = π(g), and ψ(h) = h for all g ∈ G and h ∈ H. Let Ker(ψ) = N . Let X be the Bass-Serre tree of G * A H and Y = N \ X be the quotient graph. Since N intersects A trivially, by the theory of Bass-Serre, N is isomorphic to the free product
where K is a free group isomorphic to the fundamental group π 1 (Y, T ) of the graph Y relatively to the maximal tree T which is generated by g y with y ∈ O−T where O is an orientation of Y , and H i is the intersection of N with a conjugate of some factor of G * A H (cf. Remarque in p. 61 in [7] ). Thus in order to have K = {1}, it suffices that the quotient graph Y = N \ X is not a tree. If there exist x ∈ G and h ∈ N such that hH = xH and hA = xA (see Figure 1 ), then the quotient graph Y will have a circuit of length 2. Thus, it is sufficient to find x ∈ G and h ∈ N such that x ∈ G \ A and
and we have
Therefore, the normal subgroup N is a free product K * ( * i H i ) with K = {1}, and the quotient is the amenable group H. Recall that a non-trivial free product G 1 * G 2 , where G i is a free group for some i ∈ {1, 2}, is always in A from Theorem 1.5 in [2] . Recall also that the class A is closed under extension of co-amenable subgroups. It follows that N is co-amenable in G * A H and is in A, thus G * A H is in A. For the second statement, take π = Id G .
Amalgamated free products over a finite subgroup
Definition 2.1. Let G, H be two countable groups and let A be a common finite subgroup of G and H. We say that the triple (G, H, A) is in the class A ′ if there exist a G-action on X and a H-action on Y such that (i) the action G X is transitive;
(ii) for every element g of G \ A, and h of H \ A, the sets
(iv) the action of A on X and Y are free.
Proof. Let X be a countable set carrying actions of G and H as in the definition. Since A acts freely in the two actions, conjugating we may assume that the Gaction and the H-action coincide on A.
First of all, let us recall that the group Sym(X) of permutations of X endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence ‡ is a Baire space. Recall that a subset Y ⊂ Sym(X) is meagre if it is a union of countably many closed subsets with empty interior; and generic or dense G δ if its complement Sym(X) \ Y is meagre. Baire's theorem states that in a complete metric space, the intersection of countably many dense open subsets is dense, in particular not empty. Thus in order to find a permutation α of X having the properties {P i } i≥1 , it is enough to prove that the set U i = {α ∈ Sym(X)|α satisfies the property P i } is generic in Sym(X) and take α ∈ ∩ i≥1 U i . Now let {C n } n≥1 (respectively {D n } n≥1 ) be the Følner sequence for G (respectively for H) satisfying the condition (iii) as in Definition 2.1. Set Z = {σ ∈ Sym(X) |σa = aσ, ∀a ∈ A}; this is a closed subset in Sym(X) so it is a Baire space. For σ ∈ Z, denote by H σ = σ −1 Hσ. By universality, the amalgamated free product G * A H σ acts on X by g · x = gx and h · x = σ −1 hσx for all g ∈ G and h ∈ H. We shall prove that the sets
and
are generic in Z. ‡ A sequence αn ∈ Sym(X) converges to α ∈ Sym(X) if for all finite subset F of X, there exists n 0 such that αn| F = α| F , for all n ≥ n 0 .
Indeed, for the genericity of O 1 , we shall prove that for every non-trivial word w ∈ G * A H, the set
is closed and of empty interior. It is clear that the set V w is closed. To prove that the set V w is of empty interior, let us consider the case where w = ag n h n · · · g 1 h 1 with a ∈ A, g i ∈ G \ A and h i ∈ H \ A (the other three cases are similar). The corresponding element of Sym(X) given by the action is
Inductively on 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we choose a new point x 4i−3 ∈ supp A (h i ) such that Ax 4i−3 and h i Ax 4i−3 are outside of the finite set of all points defined before (this is possible by (ii) in Definition 2.1). Then we define
for all a ∈ A. Then set x 4i−2 := h i x 4i−3 . We choose again a new point x 4i−1 ∈ supp A (g i ) such that Ax 4i−1 and g i Ax 4i−1 are outside of the finite set of all points considered so far. We then define
By construction, the 4n + 1 points obtained by the right subwords of w σ ′ are all distinct and in particular w σ ′ x 0 = x 0 . We then define σ ′ to be σ on every points except these finite points, so that σ For all other points, we define σ ′ to be equal to σ so that σ ′ ∈ Z \ V N and σ
The sequence {C n k } k≥1 is a Følner sequence for G, and for every h ∈ H, we have
Thus the sequence {C n k } k≥1 is a Følner sequence for G * A H σ , and therefore
Remark 2.1.
1. The condition (ii) in Definition 2.1 is trivially satisfied if the G-action on X is free (which implies that G is amenable).
2. About (iv) in Definition 2.1, this condition is used in the proof of the genericity of O 1 and O 2 where, given any two points x and y, we needed to have |Ax| = |Ay| in order to define σ ′ such that σ ′ (Ax) = Ay.
The following lemma shows that given two infinite amenable groups, one can always find Følner sequences having the same cardinality. Precisely, we have:
Proof. We shall show that for any ε > 0, any finite subset F ⊂ G and any finite subset E ⊂ H, there exist a finite subset C ′ ⊂ G and a finite subset
By amenability of G, there is a finite subset C 0 ⊂ G which is (ε, F )-Følner. Let {D n } n≥1 be a Følner sequence of H. Let n ≫ 1 large enough such that
In addition, we have
Therefore,
for every h ∈ E.
Lemma 6. If there exist amenable actions of G and H, then there exist Gaction and H-action such that the actions admit Følner sequences {C n } n≥1 for the G-action and {D n } n≥1 for the H-action with |C n | = |D n |, ∀n ≥ 1.
Proof. If G X amenably, we replace X by a disjoint union of infinitely many copies of X and use the same idea as in the proof of Lemma 5; if C 0 ∈ X is (ε, F )-Følner, we put C ′ to be d copies of C 0 in d disjoint copies of X. Proof. Let {C n } n≥1 be a Følner sequence of G. First of all, we can suppose that the sequence {A · C n } n≥1 is pairwise disjoint. Indeed, if {C n } n≥1 is a Følner sequence of G, we define {C ′ n } n≥1 inductively on n; let C ′ 1 := C 1 and for every n ≥ 1, we choose h n ∈ G such that AC n+1 h n ∩ (∪ It follows from Corollary 7 by taking Y = H/N . So for example if H is residually finite, applying Proposition 4 we see that G * A H is in A for every finite subgroup A of G and H. Besides, with A = {1}, we find a particular case of the result of Glasner-Monod; if G is amenable, then G * H ∈ A for every countable group H.
Corollary 9. Let G, H be amenable groups and let A be a common finite subgroup of G and H. Then the amalgamated free product G * A H is in A.
where Z ≃ x p = y q , Z/pZ ≃ x|x p = 1 and Z/qZ ≃ y|y q = 1 . The free product Z/pZ * Z/qZ has a finite index free subgroup F over which the central extension splits. Thus the group Γ p,q is in A by Lemma 10.
Example 2.2. Let M be a 3-manifold which is constructed as a fiber bundle over a closed orientable surface with fiber a circle. Such a 3-manifold is an orientable Seifert fibred space. There is a central extension
where Γ g is the fundamental group of the closed orientable surface of genus g ≥ 2. The derived subgroup Γ 
Therefore π 1 (M ) is in A by Lemma 10.
